Acquia Search
SaaS-delivered Search for Drupal
The pressure to quickly engage potential customers online is at an
all-time high. Acquia Search is a fully managed SaaS offering that
integrates seamlessly with Drupal applications. Built on the enterprisegrade Apache Solr search engine, Acquia Search is hosted on Acquia
Cloud, a fully redundant infrastructure that ensures search is a highly
available feature of your website.

Create Relevant, Engaging Online
Experiences
Most online visitors are gone in ten seconds if they don’t find what they’re looking for.
Whether they start with a search term, or explore through navigation, the results need
to be delivered in line with today’s search functionality expectations. Acquia Search
provides industry-leading functionality on our trusted Acquia Cloud platform:

 Faster searches—Users can refine their search by tags, date range, content
type, and other metadata to quickly target the content that is relevant.

 Better results—Users can sort search results, and administrators can tweak
the ranking algorithms via an intuitive user interface to adjust which content is
returned higher in the search results.

The Ultimate Drupal
Search Solution





Used by thousands of Acquia customers
Millions of queries served daily
Install in minutes
Control the search experience by
customizing results

 More relevant recommendations—Automatically suggest related content
allowing users to discover additional products or information.

 Dynamic cross-site searches—Display unified results from all your web
properties, including the contents of files attached to your sites.
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Making It Easy to Deploy and Scale
Search on Drupal Sites
Acquia Search is available on-demand, supported by Acquia Cloud. Site
administrators and developers can add Acquia Search to any site in minutes. Install
the Acquia Search module, connect to the Acquia Network—and that’s it!

 No software and servers to maintain
 No hardware to install
 No Java applications to manage

More Features!
Acquia recently made significant enhancements to Acquia Search. Notable
functionality enhancements include:

 Geospatial Search—Acquia Search is able to search, sort, and adjust result
rankings based on location by using the distance filter, bounding box, or distance
function so you can present users with content that is geographically relevant.

 Multiple Drupal version support—For sites maintaining both Drupal 6 and
Drupal 7 code bases, you can now index content from both versions in the same
index. Coming soon...Drupal 8!

 Multi-entity indexing—Drupal is great at maintaining different types of content
that it calls “Entities.” Acquia Search can index all the entities provided by Drupal,
such as content types, taxonomy terms, users, comments, commerce products,
and more. APIs are exposed to developers to index custom entities and data
stored outside of Drupal.

 Targeted search page creation—Build additional search pages via an intuitive
UI to provide sub-searches of your application’s content.

 Improved attachment search—Acquia Search now recognizes more file
types than ever before: HTML, XML, Microsoft Office documents, rich text, audio,
image, and video formats, and more.

 Search statistics—Gain insight into how users are interacting with search
and which queries aren’t producing results. The metrics provided guide site
administrators toward configuration modifications that improve the search
experience for users.
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